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Making pig instructions
You will need:
�� Scissors
�� Glue stick
�� Sticky tape
�� Pencil
�� Ruler

Step 1:   Separate all the parts of your character by cutting 
out each shape along the blue dotted lines on your 
A4 piece of paper or cardboard.

Step 2:   Slowly and carefully cut around each of the shapes 
along the grey solid outside lines.

Step 3:   Starting with the body, use a ruler to fold along each of the dotted lines. Before applying 
glue, check to see that your box meets up neatly. 

  Using a glue stick, apply glue to the white tabs carefully pressing each of the tabs to 
secure them in place. 

 Put aside to dry. 
Step 4:   Cut the slit in each ear shape and glue one section to the top of the pig and the other 

section to the side of the pig as shown. You may need some sticky tape to keep them in 
place.

Step 5:   Next, take the leg strips and roll them around a pencil. Using a glue stick, apply glue to 
the white tab on the end and secure into a tube shape. 

  Apply a thin piece of sticky tape to each of the tubes to ensure they don’t come apart 
(Note: Try not to get sticky tape on the tabs otherwise they may not stick to the pig or 
the base). 

  Carefully attach the four tubes to the bottom of the pig by gluing the tabs with circles to 
a circle on the base of the body. (Hint: Place a coin on top of the pig until dry.)

Step 6:   Next, apply four dabs of glue to the display base to secure your pig's feet to the base. 
Hold in place for a few moments until dry.

Step 7:   To finish your character, wrap the tail around a pencil to make it curly and glue it to the 
back of the pig by the tab.

Tips:  �� Ensure you apply a generous amount of glue to each of the tabs.
 ��  If you are having trouble securing the pieces with glue, use a piece of sticky tape to 

secure in place.
Note:  Extra faces have been included to change the expression of your character. Simply glue 

your chosen face over the top of the original one.


